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—“that thy way may be known upon earth, thy saving health among all nations.”
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viour of the world, and the true God. I do not I of the Trinity; enlarging more particularly on that
know whether God will spare my life, hut if He | of the Holy Spirit, as an efficient teacher, and a
does, I will return to you, and you will remember giver of the plan of salvation. He replied, “I
GEORGE W. MYERS. PRINTER.
me after what I have stated to you.’ The next wish to know more of this.” He has promised to
From the Christian Advocate and Journal.
day I went away from Futtyghur. On my unex visit Meerut, in order to hear more fully of the
The following hymn was composed by James Montgomery, pected recovery, I came with the hope of finding death and sufferings of Christ. So many have
Esq., for the use of the Churches in Sheffield, England, on you still in the same place; but you were gone to
come to us during the Melah, for the purpose of
the day appointed for prayer and humiliation before Almighty
God, in consequence of the appearance of that dreadful dis Muttra. Not having the means of prosecuting receiving instruction and information, and to ask
ease there, which has made such ravages both in the old and my journey so far,' I remained at Futtyghur till I for books that in the course of four days 2000
had saved a little money to bear my travelling ex books and Tracts were taken, and detached por
new world.
HYMN.
penses, and then set olf for Muttra. On reaching tions of Scripture from my tent.—Mr. Richards.
It is the Lord!—Behold his hand
this place I was again disappointed, and was di
Outstretched with an afflictive rod;
rected to Agra. I went and sought out the Pa
3XOGRjA.PHV.
And hark! a voice goes through the land,
dre there; but I saw at once ‘This is not the man
“Be still, and know that I am God.”
From the Christian Observer for September.
of whom I am in search.” A native Christian wo
Shall we, like guilty Adam, hide
MEMOIR OF WILLIAM LAWRENCE.
man
told
me
I
should
find
you
at
Delhi:
I
went
In darkest shades our darker fears?
A Berkshire Shepherd.
and saw, and heard the Padre there; and again I
For who his coming may abide,
Or who shall stand when he appears?
The pages of the Christian Observer have pre
said, ‘This is not the man.’ Further inquiries in
duced me to come on to Meerut; where several served many interesting and instructive records,
No,—Let us throng around his seat;
No,—Let us meet him face to face;
people told me you were sure to be. I am come, which had otherwise been lost, of faithful servants
Prostrate our spirits at his feet,
and by the mercy of the Lbrd Jesus Christ, I of Christ in various circumstances of life: some in
Confess our sins, and sue for grace.’
havefound you.” I well remembered this man, and stations of rank and dignity; some among the
Who knows hut God will hear our cries,
the truth of the opening of his story. I recom middle classes of society; many among the cler
Turn swift destruction from our path,
mended him to refresh himself, when I might gy; and some,—as, for example, that remarkable
Restrain his judgments, or chastise
man Thomas Hogg—from among the “ poor in this
hear further what he had to say.
In tender mercy, not in wrath?
In a subsequent conversation he went on to tell world, rich in faith, and heirs of the kingdom” of
He will, he will, for Jesus pleads;
me that he made known to his wife his intention of God. To the latter class belonged the subject of
Let heaven and earth his love record;
embracing Christianity. She exclaimed in reply, the following memorial; which, it. is hoped, will
For us, for us he intercedes,
Our help is nigh:—it is the Lord.
“Do not on that account forget or forsake me. not be found uninteresting, or without value, as a
Thy God must be my God, and whatever be thy record of useful and attainable excellence in hum
UISSXOITAIIT.
way that shall be mine.” He remained a few days ble life; and as exhibiting the effects of genuine
appearing comforted and very happy in his pro religion in elevating the character amidst scenes
From the Missionary Register.
posed change. He took leave, and is gone to of active business, and in supporting the mind un
MEERUT.
der severe and protracted suffering.
bring his wife and family to Meerut.
Sept. 7.—This morning an interesting circum
William Lawrence was b.orn in the village of
Nov. 15.—During the whole of this day, num
stance has occurred. A stranger came, and in bers, both of Hindoos and Mohammedans, have Hinton, in Berkshire, in the year 1776. His fa
quired of my servants, “Is the Padre at home?” continued flocking to my tent, all very respecta ther was a shepherd, who brought up a large fami
“Yes.”—“Go to him, then, and say that a man ble-looking people. They listened with lively at ly by his industry, without parochial aid, and train
from Chebeypore, near Futtyghur, is come to see tention to my expositions, and thankfully took ed his son, the subject of this little memoir, to his
him; one who has faith in his word.” He was away portions of the Scriptures and other books. own occupation. Performing himself, with the
readily admitted; and after the customary native A Byraggee attracted my attention among the reatest ability as well care, the duties of his em
salam (salutation) he asked me if I remembered { crowd, as I remembered having often exhorted him ployment, he endeavored to impress on the mind
him. I examined his countenance, and said, “I Jto forsake his idolatrous and false system, and to of his son the necessity of diligence; represent
have some faint recollection of having seen you believe in the Saviour Jesus Christ. He appears ing that the most minute attention was required in
before; but cannot tell where or when it was.”— convinced of the fact of there being a Saviour looking after a flock of sheep; as, from the want
He gave the following account of himself, heav needed, and mercifully provided. I affectionately of such care, his master might sustain severe loss
ing a very deep sigh as he began and with so sof remonstrated with him once more, pointing out es. The hours of leisure afforded him while at
tened and melancholy a tone of voice, that I was the danger of adhering to false ways, and to his tending his flock on the downs, young Lawrence
exceedingly affected:—“I lived, about six years present mode of life. When he left me, he prom spent in reading; and he devoted his winter even
ago, in a small hut, next door to a native Christian ised to come at some future time. A rather re ings to writing and arithmetic.
convert, named Thakoor. He was what people spectable native Hindoo sat near, and was reading
Thus, even in boyhood, he advanced far beyond
call a Portuguese, and left his Roman Catholic some of the Tracts. 1 overheard him remark, as the ordinary knowledge possessed by his equals.
profession to join your congregation. I had ma if he were exceedingly surprised, “ In every place
The writer of this memoir hired him for a shep
ny opportunities of accompanying him to hear where a few people are gathered together, I hear herd in 1797, at the age of twenty-one; and he
your discourses, both at the river-side, and at your but one subject—all are talking about Jesus Christ continued in his service, except the interval of
Hindostannee services; and 1 was glad to go to and His religion.” How could I help, on hearing two years, till the commencement of the painful
them, when business or duty elsewhere did not such words, giving praise to God?
illness under which he labored for more than
prevent me. I worked as a gardener. Thakoor
Nov. 17—Another interesting day. More in three years, and which terminated in his death,
died: you delivered a funeral discourse at his bu quirers and petitioners for books, and an apparent in December, 1830, in the fifty fourth year of his
rial, and I was one of the congregation. Your delight in the words of salvation. One Hindoo age.
The incidents afforded by the life of William
words were, For dust thou art, and unto dust shalt especially, when I contrasted with the worthless
thou, return. Soon after this, I was myself taken ness of a created 6tream of water the fountain of Lawrence, which was spent entirely in the hum
seriously ill: I was very sick, it was near unto blood flowing from the wounds of Christ, exclaim ble occupation of a shepherd, or in agricultural la
death. I sent for you, and told you, ‘Y’our fre ed, “ Oh that my soul were washed in such a foun bor, can be neither numerous nor important: but
quent discourses have sunk into my heart; more tain as that! I feel that all outward observances his short and simple annals may, perhaps, furnish a
particularly that at Thakoor’s death. I am de are vain without some new thing wrought in the useful lesson to those who, in possession of supe
termined to renounce idolatry, and embrace Chris heart, and how to attain this I know not.” I put rior advantages, have yet never equalled him in
tianity.’ But I told you also, ‘I am so very ill, into his hands a portion of the Gospel saying, consistency and propriety of conduct. “ In the
that I must go home to my relations at Chebey “This will teach you.”—But how,” said he, like obscurity of retirement, amidst the poverty and
pore, because I think I must die. Only I have the Eunuch of old, “can I understand this, with privations of a cottage, may be often witnessed
sent tor you to tell you, that all my trust is in Je out some one to teach me?” I discoursed with scenes of magnanimity and self-denial, as much
sus Christ, the Son of God. I believe He is Sa- him on the separate offices of the three Persons beyond the belief as the practice of the great
REV. M. T. C. WING, EDITOR.
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heroism borrowing no support from the gaze of find a substitute, which he could not obtain under she heard from his lips. At othertimesshew^u
«
i
•
.•
ZAI1 ri di _ forty rvuinanc
guineas, llbesides some additional and una make friends with Protestant children, who were
the many or the
admiration
ofI* a~ few, yet 41flourish

ing amidst pain and suffering, and on the confines voidable expenses, len pouuds vere allowed him watching their sheep or goats near her, and would
by law, and eight were raised for him by friends, beg them to bring their Testaments, and read and
of the tomb.”
translate to her. This went on until she saw that
Lawrence’s reserve of character induced him who, esteeming his character and admiring his
principles, were anxious to assist in relieving him she was watched by some of the Roman Catholics
to shun observation; and only'those who knew
from his difficulties: but twenty-four were still to and was obliged to be more cautious. During the
him intimately were aware how much worth
long and rigorous winter, which followed after
and excellence dwelt beneath his modest and be paid out of money gained by so much econo
Neff first saw her, the mountains were buried in
my
and
unwearied
industry.
unassuming demeanor.
His chief delect con
snow, and the people could not go out of their
In
1808,
being
then
thirty-two
years
of
age,
he
sisted in a degree of insensibility to the miscon
married Elizabeth Tyrrel, who was cook in his villages, therefore Mariette had no intercourse
duct of others. Although acting, himself, from
employer
’s family, and who now survives him.— with those whose conversation she so much desir
principles of undeviating rectitude, he was un
This
event
he had prudently retarded for a year ed to cultivate. Notwithstanding, her faith was
willing to administer reproof to those whom he
strengthened, and her mind enlightened, and on
might have checked by timely remonstrances in consequence of the loss he had sustained from
the above named circumstance of the militia.— the return of spring she positively refused to go
and correction.
His sound judgment and prudence in making pro to mass. In vain they tempted to force her by illA shepherd while keeping his sheep in the fields vision for a family before he married, is a most usage. Her father was then appealed to, and first
at a particular time of the year, and with a good valuable lesson to men in his station.
tried rigorous means, and then persuasion, to endog, has many hours of leisure. These, together
gage her to declare from whence she obtained
After
their
marriage,
Lawrence
and
his
wife
con

with his winter evenings, Lawrence chiefly em
what he called “these new ideas.” She persisted
ployed in reading; and thus became very conver tinued in their situations for two years; and their in declaring that God alone had first put these
first
child
was
born
in
their
employer
’
s
house.
At
sant with some of our best authors, both in prose
things in her heart, and expressed herself with so
and verse: hut he was equally diligent in making the expiration of the two years, with the pros much meekness and solemnity, in explanation of
and mending his shoes, and repairing his garments, pect of an increasing family, they had apartments
the motives by which she was actuated, that her
in which lie was very skillful. He could repeat fitted up for them at. a vacant farm-house of their
father felt constrained to say to those who urged
pages of Milton’s Paradise Lost in a manner which master’s, free of rent and taxes, where they con
him to exert his authority, “Who am I, to oppose)
showed that he perfectly understood the subject. tinued to reside till 1817, when they left his ser
myself to God?” But he left her still under the
vice,
to
commence
business
on
their
own
account.
Having to pass near Stoke with a flock of sheep,
Their affairs terminated shortly after, much to care of her grandfather and grandmother, who
whilst they were resting in the lane, observing
continued to ill-treat her, although without suc
the mausoleum of the poet Gray in the Park, he their disadvantage; for, though Lawrence was an
cess.
excellent
servant,
he
soon
found
he
had
not
the
was attracted to the spot. He was so pleased
The pastor shall now tell the continuation of
with the inscription that he committed the whole judgment requisitefora higher post in society. To
to memory, and repeated it correctly on his return. wards the close of the following year, he returned the story himself. “Sometime after I had learned
The allusions which he would make to some of the to me, and after several years faithful and confi all these particulars, I was going to Palons, accom
finest passages in Thomson’s Seasons, proved that dential service, during which he considerably in panied by a young man, and Madeline Pellegrime,
they were not lost upon him. He read with inter creased his little property; I offered him the man a most humble and zealous disciple of Jesus Christ.
est Cowper, and Klopstock’s Messiah. As a tri agement of a branch of agricultural labor, over Whilst stopping near the bridge and cascade of
fling illustration of the happy manner in which he between five and six hundred acres of land, to Rimasse, which precipitates itself into a deep
could apply sentiments acquired from the peru which he attended, till the distressing circumstance abyss, we saw a flock of lambs, which appeared to
sal of his poets, it may be mentioned that on one which rendered him unfit for labor. His wife and be hastily driven toward us by a young shepherd
occasion when the intended marriage of two per son afterwards continued this branch of business ess. It was Mariette, who had recognized us froma
sons notorious for the turbulence and impetu till feeling conscious that his end was approaching, distance, and who ran up to us breathless with
osity of their tempers was discussed in his pre he manifested some anxiety to secure to his only joy. She expressed, in language which it is im
sence, he instantly quoted from Ur. Watt’s Lyric son the means of obtaining, at a future period, his possible to describe, how happy she was at meet
Poems;
own livelihood, with credit and respectability; for ing me. I requested Madeline to watch the flock
“Nor can the soft-enchantment hold
which purpose he placed him as an apprentice, at while I conversed with Mariette. She thanked
me with affectionate earnestness for the visit I had
Two jarring souls of angry mould,
an expense of about 40 pounds, with a very wor
The rugged and the keen:
made
to her father in her behalf. She spoke of
thy tradesman.
Sampson’s young foxes might as well
what she had suffered for the gospel in a manner
In hands of cheerful wedlock dwell,
(Tobe Continued.)
so Christian and so touching, that I could hardly
With fire-brands tied between.’
believe my ears, knowing that the poor child did
MARIETTE GUYON.
The writings of several of our best divines were
[The following very interesting sketch is extracted from the not know even the letters of the alphabet. ‘It
also a part of his favorite study. So far from the Biography of Eelix Nelf, an abstract of which we recently is this,’ said she, ‘that gives me pain; the evil
refinement of mind produced by reading, incapa published.)— Wor/d.
spirit tempts me, by insinuating that I resist in va/i
citating him for the menial duties of his situation,
One day Neff met, at Palons, a little shepherd and that I am too young and feeble to perse
his employer, together with his fellow-laborers, ess, of twelve or thirteen years of age, whose air vere: but when I suffer most, then the good Gofl
must bear testimony to the care with which he and language struck him with surprise. In answer supports me, and I fear nothing. They want
performed every occupation which devolved on to his inquiries about her, he was told that her me to make the sign of the cross; they wish to
him; and no appearance of conceit evinced his name was Mariette Guyon, and that she lived in drag me to mass, and because I refuse they-beat
consciousness of superiority to his associates.
the adjacent hamlet of Punayer, with her grandfa me; and when they have beaten me for the name
When a shepherd conducts himself well, it is ther and grandmother, who were Roman Catholics; of Jesus Christ, and see that I do not cry, but
common to permit him to keep two ewes with his that she had expressed great anxiety to be instruc rejoice in his name, then they become furious,
master’s flock; and Lawrence was allowed this pri ted in the true principles of the gospel, and that and beat me still more; but were they to kill me,
vilege, as a reward for his diligence and attention. they could not attribute this desire merely to hu I would not cry, since the good God strengthens
He often obtained from his little flock an annual man influence, and to the persuasions of Protes me.” She uttered many things equally affecting.
profit of from six to eight pounds, and sometimes tant acquaintances, for she was not permitted to When she left, me, she went to join another young
even more. Observing his economical habits, I in associate with Protestants. He asked the child if shepherdess, a Protestant with whom she often
quired of him how he disposed of his spare money; she read. She burst into tears, and said, “Oh! times kept her flock, and who attended the Sun
and finding that he kept it by him, I called his at if they would only let me come here to your Sun day-school for both of them—for she repeated to
tention to the means of disposing of his unemploy day School, I should soon learn, but they tell me Mariette verses from the Psalms, and passages
ed capital in the public funds, by which interest that I already know too much.” The pastor’s in from the New Testament, which she had learnt
might he obtained. Savings’ banks did not at that terest was further excited by learning that what there. A short time afterwards, I held a social
time exist. He promptly brought me twenty little she knew of the difference between the reli meeting near Punayer, which Mariette attended;
pounds, with which stock was purchased; and he gion of the two churches was picked up by acci it was the first time she had ever been present at
continued to add to his first deposit as circumstan dent, and by stealthy conversations with the con Protestant worship. She blessed God, who had
ces would allow.
verts of the neighborhood. After his short inter inspired her with the courage to do so, and ap
During the war, drafts were constantly made view with the poor girl, he remained some time peared most attentive to the sermon and the prayers
for men to serve in the militia; and insurance offi without hearing any thing more of her. In the which were in French, though probably she was
ces being established, to procure substitutes for interval she was deprived of all regular means of unable to comprehend more than a small part of
those who were unwilling to serve personally, on improvement., but her zeal made her find out a
the service, not understanding any language but
the payment of from seven to twelve shillings, very ingenious expedient. She often kept her
the mountain patois. Not daring to return to
Lawrence constantly availed himself of the oppor flock near a very rocky path which descended to Punayer, after this, she went to her father, and
tunity thus afforded of providing against such a the valley of Fresseniere, and when she saw a confessed to him all that had occurred: he receiv
contingency. But, inconsequence of the repeat peasant pass, she would accost him in her patois, ed her kindly, and took her back to her grandfather
ed recurrences of draughts, the number of men and ask, “Where do you come from?” If he nam and grandmother, and strenuously forbade him
liable to serve was so much reduced, that those ed a Catholic village, she said no more, and let
to illtreat her for her religious opinions. This was
who remained were no longer permitted to effect him pass on. If he came from a Protestant ham something gained, but not sufficient for her; she
insurances; and, when the next vacancy was to let, she approached him, and put questions to him,* earnestly entreated him to allow her to attend
be supplied, the lot unhappily fell upon him. This and if he displayed any zeal, and knowledge of
the public worship; her constant prayer during
was a severe affliction, feeling extremely averse to the gospel, she would keep him as lon<>- as he
the week was that God would dispose her father
the roving life of a soldier, he was compelled to i would good-naturedly remain, and treasure up all to grant her permission. Her prayers were heard,
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their peace and confidence thereby, and cannot which I was present, the effects on the old corn- triumphant departure, she repeated, with a pecuregain it; and many have beggared their families, municants of the Church was very remarkable.— i liar emphasis, the beautiful explanation of the seand even lost their lives as the just consequence of Some who had been partakers of the eucharist for j cond article of faith by Luther, and and with these
this evil. It is this which has filled the trades ten or twenty years, declared that they never be- words her happy spirit departed to another world,
mens books with bad debts—that has swelled the I fore had experienced so powerful a sense of their there to see His face, “of whom the whole family of
lists of bankrupts from year to year—that has ru-1 unworthiness, so utter a detestation of every kind heaven and earth is named.”
ined many a little tradesman and his family, and i of sin, or so delightful a communion with the Holy
Jeremiah Evarts in the near prospects of death
thrown manv an honest man into prison. The in- Spirit. On account of these eminent spiritual fanocent often suffers with the guilty, and frequent-' vours, the Association is admirably adapted to the showed most happy tranquility. lie had that peace
ly to a much greater extent; and the friendly act i rebuilding of a'dilapidated congregation to the col- of God which passeth all understanding. Who
' '■
’ iich in many cases might be almost; lection of a scattered flock. One objection fre- would not think himself rewarded for the toils and
of- lending,
which
as great an act of charity as giving, is now become quently made to powerful appeals and excitements sufferings of a whole life, yea of a thousand years,
so dangerous, that it is rare to find a man who can on religion is, that they are’followed by a long by what this faithful servant of God was permitted
lukewarmness. I promptly answer to this that to enjoy just before his decease when God caused
be persuaded to perform it.
3. The principles to which this evil must be as the statement cannot be supported by fact. Have so wonderful a light shine upon his soul. Seem
cribed are dangerous; for in many cases where it revivals of religion been less frequent in the-Epis ing to be nearly exhausted, he very tenderly ex
would be thought uncharitable and severe to as copal Church during 1832, because they were nu pressed his affection for his Savior. Soon after,
cribe it to dishonest intentions, it may easily merous in 1830 and 31? By no means; on the he burst forth with expressions of rapture which
be traced to habits of carelessness, extravagance, contrary, seasons of refreshing have been many in cannot be described.—“Praise him, praise him,
or intemperance; which, when indulged for a sea-, number and gf.eat in extent, during the present praise him in a way which you know not of.” And
son, become the fruitful sources of disorder, em- j year. In some(of the Churches of the Methodists, when it was said, “You will soon see Jesus as he
barrassment, and wretchedness.
! there have occurred noted revivals every two or is, and will then know how to praise him,” he ex
4. The aggravations of this evil are monstrous.' three years, for the space of twenty and thirty claimed, ‘Wonderful, wonderful, wonderlul, glo
When children make free with their parent’s mo- j years back. The temporal interests of a Church ry ! We cannot comprehend! Wonderful glory !
ney as if it was no sin to rob a parent—when ser-1 are more advanced by raising religious excite- I will praise him, I will praise him! Wonderful,
vants, partners in trade, or professed friends, take ments. Those whose attentions were directed to glory, Jesus reigns.”
this liberty with that which is not their own, it is the all-important subject, although they returned
From the London Christian Observer.
easy to perceive that their conduct is awfully ag to the world, are nevertheless, inclined to yield
DEFINITION OF USEFUL KNOWLEDGE.
gravated, by their solemn obligations, their inti their support and influence to that denomination
Will one of your able correspondents be kind
mate relations, their professed attachments, and of Christians among whom religious impressions
by the confidence which had been placed in them.; were received. The Association, therefore, ap- enough to inform a plain simple man what is meant
When the rich grind the faces of the poor, whom pears to me to be the most powerful instrument by “useful knowledge?” I used to think that to
they ought rather to befriend—when they waste that the Episcopal Church possesses, to advance learn to know and serve God, to fear him and to
keep his commandments, was very useful know
in extravagance and vice what might gladden the both her spiritual and her temporal interest.
ledge; and I was acustomed to consider the Bible
A Layman of Maryland.
hearts of many that are ready to perish—when
as containing the most useful knewledge extant;
the wages is withheld which has been earned by
HAPPY DEATHS.
and even your pages 1 thought not wholly useless,
hard labor—or when poor people carry their ready
“The chamber where the good man meets his fate.
as I often gained a hint from them for reproof, cor
money elsewhere, in preference to the houses
Is privileged beyond the common walk
rection, or instruction in righteousness.
where they have standing debts, it requires no
Of virtuous life, quite on the verge of heaven.”
But all this, I am told, was my rustic ignorance ;
Young.
great penetration to discover that the crime is aw
“ As the rivers roll the smoothest the nearer that useful knowledge means, to know ail about
fully aggravated. What a depraved creature is
man, who can be guilty of such conduct, and yet they approach the ocean, as the sun appears most rail-roads, and steam-engines, and elephants, and
be careless and unconcerned about his vile princi glorious when setting, so it is with the Christian.” hippopotamuses, and other things, which in our
—Hear his expiring language. Farewell all ter village no more concern many of us than a ser
ples and his awful destiny ?
5. The only effectual cure for this evil is to be restrial scenes! I know that my Redeemer liveth. mon preached twenty miles off. I admit that they
found in religion. By an enlightened judgment What a happy change! Earth for heaven, time are very entertainiug as a recreation; and that they
the mind becomes imbued with sound principles, for eternity, conflict for victory, sorrow for unin may also keep a man from the public house, and
which will produce a sound experience, and pro terrupted joy! Into thy hands, O immortal Sa enlarge his mind; and in these and other respects
mote a sound practice, arising from conscientious viour, I commit my spirit. Thine it is to conduct be very serviceable; and I would not quarrel with
motives. The Gospel, which.brings good tidings me through the valley, thine to raise to glory, and the title of “useful knowledge” applied to such
of salvation, and calls to repentance and faith in thine to crown me with eternal joy.
things, if I did not see a disposition among some
Mr. Haliburton, when dying, thus addressed of my neighbors to suppose that other knowledge
Jesus, teaches us to deny ungodliness and world
those around him:—“Here is a demonstration of must therefore be use/m—particularly the know
ly lusts—to live soberly, righteously, and godly
to render to all their due to do unto others as! the reality and power of faith and godliness. I, a ledge of the Bible, and every thing that respect*
we would they should do unto us—to do justly, ■ poor, weak, and timorous man, once as much afraid the soul and eternity—just as yon hear some men
love mercy, and walk humbly with God—to ab- j of death as any one: I, who was many years un speak of “ the useful classes,” as if no person were
stain from all appearance of evil; and from love der the terrors of death, came, in the mercy of of any value in society who does not earn his liv
God, and by the power of his grace, composedly ing by manual labor. But why should not even
to God and holiness, to say,
and with joy to look death in the face. I have parsons be reckoned among the useful classes? I
“Make me to walk in thy commands,
’Tis a delightful road;
seen it its paleness, and all the circumstances of am sure our clergyman has been of more use to
Nor let my head, or heart, or hands,
horror that attend it. I dare look it in the face me and my family, both in body and soul, than if
Offend against my God.”
in its most ghastly shape, and hope to have in a he had taught us the names of all the parrots and
Finally, we may have worse enemies than those little time, the victory over it. Glory glory to monkeys in the Zoological Gardens; and that his
who make free with our money, Character is him? O what of God do I see! I have never religious tracts on our shelves, and his broad-sheet*
worth more than money. A good name will great seen any thing like it. The beginning and end of with very respectable pictures on our walls, have
ly befriend us if money fails, but no money will religion are wonderfully sweet! I long for his sal done more to make us wise,industrious,religious and,
restore, or be admitted as a substitute for a blast vation—I. bless his name! I have found him! I happy than the most useful wood cuts of the Seven
ed reputation! The tongues of envy, prejudice, am taken up in blessing him! I am dying, rejoic Wonders of the World, and the history and repre
and slander, have often maliciously made free with ing in the Lord! O, I could not have believed sentation of both the giants in Guildhall to boot.
the good man’s name; and many, by reporting that I should bear, and bear cheerfully as I have
I think, Sir, you will see, upon reflection, that
“all manner of evil falsely,” have injured a char done, this rod which hath lain on me so long. This deception lurks under such exclusive titles. Why
acter far better than their own, the consequences is a miracle. Pain without pain! You see man are not Tract and Bible societies “useful know
of which have been more distressing than the loss dying, a monument of the glorious power of as ledge” societies? I can hardly persuade myself
of all their property.
tonishing grace!” Some time after, he said, that the assuption of such an epithet in relation
-------- “Who steals my purse steals trash;
“When I shall be so weakened as not to be able to things merely temporal, is ndt meant as an in
’T was mine—’tis his, and may be slave to thousands—
to speak, I will give you, if I can, a sign of tri direct slight to things spiritual and eternal. Had
But he who filches from me my good name,
umph when I am near to glory.” This he did; it been said ‘secular’knowledge, or‘physical’ or
Robs me of that, which not enriches him,
And makes me poor indeed.”
for when one said, “1 hope you are encouraging ‘scientific,’ or ‘literary’ knowledge, it would have
[ Common Scenes.
yourself in the Lord,” not being able to speak he, been very proper; but to call that knowledge ex
lifted up his hands, clapped them, and quickly af clusively “useful,” which leaves out all that is
From the Episcopal Recorder.
useful to the soul and beyond the grave, is a per
ter expired.
ASSOCIATIONS.
version of terms which I cannot but think a symp
Associations are yearly becoming more popular
Mrs. Frederica Hayne in her illness, gave certain tom of the religious skepticism of these our un
in the Church. A blessing from God seems al evidence of her unshaken faith in Christ, her as happy days. Is it of no use to know how to get
ways to attend them, either by extending religion surance of an interest in the Redeemer, and her to heaven? 1 am the more anxious to have the
among those previously thoughtless on the sub firm hope of eternal life. She told her physician, subject considered, because some of my neighbors
ject or by increasing the spiritual strength and “It was for her children’s sake she consulted; tor tell me that Mr. Hume, or some other great man
sanctification of those already regenerate. During her own part, she was quite ready to depart; death intends to get a system of national education conthe existence one of these powerful appeals to to her was nothing more than a transition from one ! structed upon the useful knowledge” principle.
the throne of God, and to the free will of man, at apartment to another. A short period before her t Let us, before we begin upon this plan, really uib
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of that progressive system which the wisdom of “ Cum in rerum natura duo quoerenda sint, unum
to the preservation of other nations, have been de
quae materia sit ex qua quseque res efficiatur- a)'
nied to them; all the influences of internal de Providence has destined to lead to the ultimate
benefit of his creatures, we cannot doubt but that terura, qua; vis sit qua; quidque efficiat, de mate,
pression and outward violence which have ever
destroyed and blotted out the nations of the earth, there exists, somewhere or other, in the busy scene ria disseruerunt, vim et causam efficiendi relin^.
we trust, speaking uncharitably
have been at work with unprecedented strength around us, a sanative principle, which will deaden runt.”* It is not,
of fl'IO rvwnei z-kt-v 44-U_ _ • • >
for nearly eighteen centuries, upon the nation of the energy of much of that moral poison which to assert that at the present moment those scieu
ces,
which
have
for
their
immediate
object file
at
present
seems
so
copiously
to
infect
the
stream
Israel; anti still the Jews are a people—a distinct
people—a numerous people, unassimilated with of science. It is the almost exclusively earthly investigation of material subjects, have got mere
tendency of the intellectual pursuits of the exist- than their due ascendency in general estimation
any nation, though mixed up with all nations.
and whilst that state of things continues, infidel
Their peculiarities are undiminished. Their na in(r generation, and not the pursuits themselves,
tional identity is unbroken. I hough scattered which we fear and deprecate. The evils resulting ty of a certain kind must be the necessary conic,
upon all winds, they are perfectly capable of be- from the abuse of knowledge are not, indeed, pe quence. Infidelity, we say, of a certain kind; for
in*: again gathered into one mass. Though divi culiar to our own age. So long as the heart of that to which we allude is rather the negative un
ded into the smallest particles by numerous solv man continues to be what it is, intelligence, like belief resulting from indolence, inattention, pre
ents, they have resisted all affinities, and may be every other power, will as often be converted in occupation, worldly views, and a general distaste
traced, unchanged, in the most confused mixtures to a principle of mischief as of benefit. Be the for the abstractions of speculative research, than
of human beings. The laws of nature have been favorite science of the moment what it may, it that of an elaborate and well-digested system.
suspended in their case. It is not merely that a will, according to the opposite views of individu The world is at present as little disposed to lend
stream has held on its way through the waters of als, afford implements for the attack, no less than an attentive ear to the metaphysical Atheist as to
a lake, without losing the color and characteristic arguments for the defence, of religion. A centu the metaphysical Christian polemic. The infi
marks of its own current; but that a mighty river ry ago, when the comparative stagnation of the delity, therefore which we have reason to dread,
having plunged from a mountain height into the public mind, by the greater degree of leisure which is more that of pampered and selfish internal sen
depth of the ocean, and been separated into its accompanied it, impressed upon our literature a timent than that of open profession. The name
component drops, and thus scattered to the ends more abstracted and visionary character than that of Christian may not be disavowed as a genetic
of the world, and blown about by all winds, during which attaches to the more practical studies of appellation, but the pure and high-minded feelin°
almost eighteen centuries; is still capable of being our present men of letters, metaphysical studies, to which that designation in strictness belongs
disunited from the waters of the ocean; its min the legitimate pursuit of which may be numbered would probably be found to exist in far too weak;
utest drops, having never been assimilated to any among the most effective auxiliaries of sound the degree in the breast of a large portion of the ac
other, are still distinct, unchanged, and ready to ology, supplied, as is well known, some of the tive members of society at present, to supply there
be gathered, waiting the voice that shall call again most powerful aids to the genius of infidelity. with that energetic spirit of resistance which is
the outcasts of Israel and the dispersed of Judah. A science which, as if by the touch of a magician, necessary to enable them to compete success
Meanwhile, where are the nations among whom could make the whole material universe, as it were with the worldly tendencies too natural to us all.
the Jews were scattered! Has not the Lord, ac disappear from our view, leaving to us nothing
Few states of mind are, perhaps, less accessi
cording to his word, made a full end of them1?— but thin and impalpable abstractions in its place, ble to conviction, in theological matters, than tha;
While Israel has stood unconsumed in the fiery and which by attempting to explain the origin and which is characterized by the languor and indiffer
furnace, where are the nations that kindled its growth of our ideas, and even the nature and con- ence now described. The speculative student,
flames? Where the Assyrians and the Chalde stution of the human soul, could contrive to ren who loves to launch into the thin impalpabilities
ans? Their name is almost forgotten. Their ex der the fundamental axioms of Theism and mor of the ideal world, in order to make his medita
istence is known only to history. Where is the ality equivocal in the conceptions of the half-in tions substantially useful, requires only that the
empire of the Egyptians? The Macedonians de formed, was naturally laid hold of with eagerness, current of his thoughts should be turned into the
stroyed it, and a descendant of its ancient race as an excuse for their unbelief, by those persons proper direction, and that he should possess the
cannot be distinguished among the strangers that whose unaspiring object it was to confine the whole soundness of principle necessary to enable him to
have ever since possessed its territory. Where scope and energy of our spiritual faculties within bestow upon each respective proposition its fitting
are they of Macedon? The Roman sword sub the narrow boundaries of this world’s business. and impartial examination. Meanwhile his ha
dued their kingdom, and their posterity are min The delusion was strong whilst it lasted, but, like bitual intercourse with spiritual things suppliesa
gled inseparably among the confused population all other systems of unsubstantial philosophy, was proper training to fit him for the apprehension of
of G recce and Turkey. Where is the nation of no less transient. The age of unprofitable, and religious topics. But the mind of the professed
ancient Rome, the last conquerors of the Jews, often of mischievous idealism is now gone by, and utilitarian presents scarcely a single point of ap
and the proud destroyers of Jerusalem? The has left little behind it to attract and interest the proach for the argument of the theologian. Ad
Goths rolled their flood over its pride. Another present generation, except the recollection of un dress to it singly the various constituent doctrines
nation inhabits the ancient city. Even the lan decided controversies, and a few plausible ill-con- of revelation, and they are instantaneously reject
guage of her former people is dead. The Goths! firmed conjectures. The tendency of the litera ed as resting upon little and equivocal external
where are they ? The Jews ! where are they not? ture of our own times is, unfortunately, in some proof, and unsupported by any collateral proba
They witnessed the glory of Egypt, and of Baby important respects, of a directly contrary descrip bilities. Call its attention to the theory and con
lon, and of Nineveh ; they were in mature age at tion. If the mysteries of the immaterial world sistency of our religion as a whole, and we chal
the birth of Macedon and of Rome; mighty king were formerly ransacked with a petulant and pro lenge it to an inquiry for which, as requiring an
doms have risen and perished since they began to fane curiosity, the fault now lies in the opposite elaborate experimental survey of all the mul
be scattered and enslaved ; and now they traverse extreme. With a strong dislike to every thing tifarious circumstances of our nature, it can afford
the ruins of all, the same people as when they left approaching to the reveries of abstraction, and, neither sufficient time nor perseverance. Such i>
Judea, preserving in themselves a monument of in fact, to every thing which does not contribute the practical state of unbelief of an active era like
the days of Moses and the Pharaohs, as unchang its share to the business of the passing moment, the present, which is the more difficult to deal
ed as the pyramids of Memphis, which they are the public sentiment has adopted a contemptuous with, because, having no professed theory of skep
reputed to have built. You may call upon the tone with respect to the merely contemplative sci ticism, there is no peculiar train of argument
ends of the earth, and will call in vain for one liv ences, which inclines us occasionally to look back more especially adapted to command its notice.
ing representative of those powerful nations of an almost with regret to the visionary studies of our And yet we may confidently assert, that if so
tiquity, by whom the people of Israel were suc forefathers. If metaphysical pursuits did nothing ciety is destined to escape from the dislocation
cessively oppressed; but should the voice which more than give us more accurate notions of the which threatens it, from the singular state of ex
is hereafter to gather that people out of all lands, real conditions of actual existence, and show us citement which, from a combination of causes
be now heard from Mount Zion, calling for the how unlike our sensible and bodily perceptions pervades at present, the whole civilized world, it
children of Abraham, no less than four millions are to the mysterious and inaccessible objects will neither be the labor of the legislator, nor the
would instantly answer to the name, each bearing which they represent, they would, when duly cul ingenuity of the secular philosopher, but the cor
in himself unquestionable proofs of that noble lin tivated, form no unimportant preparative for the rective spirit of religion, in other words, the kind
eage.
discussion of the abstruse questions of theology. ly, the humble, the self-denying principles of
What is this but miracle? Connected with the But it is rarely that we are content thus to travel Christianity, which must accomplish the object.—
prophecy which it fulfils, it is double miracle__ the middle and the safest path. There is an ex
ShuttlewoRi'ii’s Consistency of Revelation.
Whether testimony can ever establish the credi clusiveness in the tastes of the human faculties
bility of a miracle, is of no importance here. This which seldom contents itself with the mere pre
[* In the pursuit of natural science, the studj of the law;
one is obvious to every man s senses. All nations ference of one course of study to another. The and properties of things lias been preferred, and inquiries aboi-t
the
efficient cause of their creation, have been abandoned.]
are its eye-witness.
occupation of the moment must be as every thing
to us, and every other mode of mental exercise
THE PRESENCE OF GOD.
INTELLECTUAL CHARACTER OF THE AGE.
as nothing. What Cicero so justly remarked of
“ Did not our hearts burn within us by the wayl . The singular intellectual character of the age j the dangerous tendency ^rthrEpicurean ^doc- May we not look back upon hours in our lives
W.hlu?7e_1Ve
t0 fdl every well-wish-j trines, namely, that by discussing too exclusively which answer to the description of the disciples
er to the cause of religion and to mankind with ! the properties’of material objects, they almost, of feeling. There are times when our hearts hold
teehnas of
of anxiety,
anxietv. if
‘J - -’
. L’ u>
feelings
if not
not nf
of alarm. Tk;.
This observa necessity,
overlooked those spiritual entities, the
tion is not made from any disposition to augur al existence of which they professed to acknow converse with a Being whom they do not corap-rc'
hend; when a feeling of solemn thought comes
together unfavorably of those habits of mental ledge, may afford a salutary hint to those persons
over them, and they seem in the presence of some
enterprise which mark the present day. Convinc who can anticipate no danger to the cause of re thing indescribably holy. It was thus with the
ed, as we are, that the rapid movement which is ligion from that eager attention to secular con
now taking place in the course of events is part cerns which marks the times in which we live. disciples as they trod with their unknown masters.
1 the path to Emmaus. It is at such times that t if
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Spirit of God is holding converse with our spi- he began to exert his strength and ply the oar, membrance, and all the blessed results shall be re
rits. Let us not silence its whisperings by per- but to» late. From wave to wave the boat was vealed. Till then, little chain, go. Go, on you
mitting the loud voice of the world to make them hurried, till it trembled for a moment upon the errand of mercy, and draw back one and another
unheard; but in solitude, “commune with our verge of the dizzy height, and in the next the and another still from intemperance and guilt.—
own hearts,” and with our Maker; “and be still.” plunge was made, and the waters closed upen him Go bind up the broken hearted, proclaim deliver
We shall find virtuous principle acquiring strength j forever
ance to the captives and let the prisoners be free.
Such is the language and such the end of the
and the force of headlong impulse weakened.
C. S.
The things which before were hard to our minds temperate drinker.
M.
A DAY’S DUTY.
in the dispensation of Providence, will become
Remember thou hast to day
From the Temperance Recorder.
easy to understand, and doubt will give place to
A God to glorify, 1 Cor. vi, 20.
THE GOLD CHAIN.
faith and adoring love, as the sadness and igno
A soul to be saved, Phil. ii. 12. 13.
rance which hung over the minds of the disci
Not many weeks since, the writer of this arti
Repentance to seek and perform, Acts v, 31:
ples gave way, as the Saviour instructed them cle received from an unknown donor, a gold chain
from the Scripture, in the prophecies relating enveloped in a slip of paper, on which was writ Luke xiii, 3.
A Saviour to believe in and imitate, ?icts, xvi,
ten, apparently in a female hand, “the avails are for
to himself.
temperance.” The chain was sold to a gentleman 31; 1 Pet.ii, 21.
MORAL INFLUENCE OF THE BIBLE.
A body to mortify through the Spirit, Rom.
for ten dollars. On receiving the chain, and while
A narrative has lately been published in London, of a voy
viii, 13.
I
held
it
in
my
hand,
a
variety
of
reflections
pass

age to the South Seas, during which the vessel was wrecked
Graces and virtues to implore by earnest prayer,
and the crew left for two years on an Island. Whilst lying in ed through my mind. From whom did it come?
the Thames the agent of the Merchant Seaman’s Bible So This I could not discover, neither did I wish to. Phil, iv, 6; Mark xi, 24.
Sins to weep over and forsake, Luke vii, 38;
ciety had left a copy of the Scriptures on board. Nothing is But perhaps it was the generous gift—the thanksaid of the book until after the wreck, when the author of tha offering of some tender affectionate wife, the dear Prov. xxviii, 13.
narrative says,
Mercies and deliverances to remember, Psa. Ivi,
partner of whose bosom had been reclaimed
“The most valuable thing we preserved from through the influence and exertions of temper 21, 13; ciii, 1, 4.
the wreck was our Bible; and I must here state ance societies, from his wanderings, and restored
A hell to avoid, Matt, iii, 7: Psa. ix, 17.
that some portion of each day was set apart for to hope, to love, to happiness. If so, how great
A paradise to gain, Rev. ii, 7, 10.
reading it; and by nothing perhaps could I better the comfort of that tender wife. Her sorrows are
An eternity to meditate on, Col. iii, 2.
exemplify its benefits even in a temporal point of turned to joy, her tears are changed to smiles,
Time to redeem, Eph. v, 16.
view, than by stating that to its influence we were and the wounds of her heart are healed. Peace
A neighbor to edify, Rom. xv, 2; Luke xxii, 22.
indebted for an almost unparalleled unanimity du and happiness now dwell in her family, and she no
Works of charity to perform, Matt, xxv, 40.
ring the whole time we were on the island. The longer feels that she is the wife, or that her chil
A world to fear yet to conques, 2 Cor. vi, 17;
welfare ot the community was the individual en dren are the children of a drunkard. Her days 1 John v, 4.
deavour of all; and whatever was recommended now fly on wings of love, and hourly she blesses
Deyils to combat, Eph. vi, 12.
by the most experienced, was joyfully acquiesced the exertions of temperance societies and prays
Passion to subdue, 2 Cor. x, 5; Eph. iv, 31, 32.
in by the rest. If ever a difference of opinion lor their success.
Perhaps death to suffer, Luke xii, 20.
arose, a majority of voices decided the measure
And judgement to undergo, 2 Cor. v, 10.
Perhaps the gold chain was the gift of a mother
and individual wishes always gave way to the pro whose son, the child of her hopes, of her tears
And all these duties must be met and perform
posals that obtained the largest suffrages. Peace and her prayers, had been reclaimed from the sin ed in the grace of Christ, and not in your own
reigned among us, for the precepts of Him who and the degradation of drunkenness. Long has strength which is perfect weakness, 2 Cor. xii, 10;
was the harbinger of peace and good-will towards she seen him treading the devious road. Night Phil, iv, 13.
men were daily inculcated, and daily praticed. after night had he broken away from maternal so
THE GREEK TESTAMENT.
If ever there was a fulfilment of the promise, as
licitude, and gone to the haunts of dissipation and
About a hundred years ago, a shepherd boy,
contained in Ecclesiastes, xi. 1, “ Cast thy bread
riot. With tears she had besought him to stay wrapt in bis plaid, went into a bookstore in Edin
upon the waters,- and thou shalt find it after many
with her at least one evening, but no. Bursting burgh, and asked for a second-hand Greek Testa
days,'' this simple fact must bring it home to every,
over tears, and commands, and entreaties, he rush ment, being unable to buy a new one. The book
even the least contributor to that most valuable of
ed away like a, bullock to the slaughter.—And it seller having handed him one, he asked the price.
all institutions, the Seamen’s Bible Society; for it
may be that this was the only son of his mother, “For whom do you want it?” inquired the book
was fulfilled even to the very letter:—The Bible
and she a widow. If so, what agony has that poor seller. “ For myself,” answered the boy. “ Then,”
when bestowed was thrown by unheeded—it tra
heart endured, as hour after hour she has sat wait said the bookseller, “if you will read and translate
versed the wide oceans—it was scattered with the
wreck of our frail bark—and was indeed and in ing his return from the grog-shop or the tavern, a few verses, you shall have it for nothing.” The
and then when he came, lie growled a curse upon poor boy, highly pleased with the proposal, com
truth found upon the waters after many days, and
not only Ms’the more book found, but its value l''S, m.otl’er and sta?8ered
his bedP™d>- plied with the conditions, and carried off the Tes
was also discovered, and its blessings, .o long neg-1 Sal.’ tlle
soe.ety perchance has found, tament in triumph.
Many years afterwards, the late Rev. John
lected, were now made apparent to us. Cast away and like an angel of mercy, has brought him hack
on a desert island, in the midst of an immense to cheer and make glad his poor mother’s heart. Brown, of Haddington, then in the midst of his
ocean, without a hope of deliverance, lost to all Now she can say, “my son was lost but is found; fame as an author, entered into conversation
with the bookseller. The latter, who was well ac
human sympathy, mourned as dead by our kin he was dead, but is alive.”
Perhaps this chain was the gift of some kind, quainted both with his person and his character, re
dred; in this invaluable book we found the herald
affectionate sister, whose brother had become a ceived him with marked respect. In the course
of hope, the balm of consolation, the dispenser of
drunkard and was thus disgracing his family, bring of conversation, Mr. Brown inquired if he remem
peace, the soother of our sorrows, and a pilot to
ing down with sorrow to the grave, the grey hairs bered the circumstance above detailed. “ 1 re
the harbour of eternal happiness.”—S. S. Jour.
of his aged father and mother, and preparing him member it well,” replied the bookseller, “and
self for an early and unhonored tomb. If so, what would give a good deal to know what became of
From the Temperance Recorder.
A FRAGMENT.
an instance of affection is here. “Can a maid that boy: for I am sure that he has risen to emi
I stood on the banks of the Niagara, which with forget her ornaments?” Yes, to save a brother nence in some way or other.” “Sir,” said Mr.
its world of waters was sweeping by as if in haste from ruin, she can. That brother she has received Brown, “you see him before you.” It is needless
to reach the precipice and leap into the gulf below. as one risen from the dead. Temperance socie to add that the recollection was highly gratify
A man approached, and launching a small skiff ties have been the means of restoring him, and ing to both parties.
gilded and painted in the most elegant manner, that sister has wept for joy and blessed the bene
leaped into it and pushed from the shore__ Amaz volent institution.
REPROOF CONVEYED BY A CHILD.
ed at his apparent recklessness of danger—“Do
Last summer I sent my two youngest children
But perhaps it was neither of these—it may be
you not know,” said I, “that the current is rapid the generous gift of some benevolent lady, whose with the nurse to the sea-side in a vehicle, which
and the cataract near?” “Yes, but I fear no dan heart, bleeding for the woes and the wretchedness conveys many of our tradespeople for bathing.
ger—I shall not be drawn over the falls, for I of others, yielding this ornament to aid those who By the way little George fell down on his knees,
have a watchful eye, a brawny arm, and a good are engaged in the holy work of drying up the crying out, “Oh, Bell, I came away and forgot
pair of oars.” Thus saying he sat down in the fountains of misery, and of reclaiming the sons of to sav my prayers.” A young woman who saw
boat, and began to amuse himself with a quantity intemperance and vice. If so, how great will be him was conscience struck, and thought “here is a
of toys which he had provided, while the current her consolation to reflect upon the almost moral babe rebuking ine: when did I pray in all my
swept him rapidly onward toward the roaring ca certainty of some one, perhaps many, being by life?” This simple means was the instrument
taract. Those who stood upon the shore called means of her gift brought back again to the paths which the Father of spirits was pleased to use to
to him in alarm, to hasten and escape while yet of virtue, and restored to their right mind, to hope awaken her from the sleep of sin. She kept by the
there was hope, from the certain destruction be and to happiness. The avails of the gold chain nurse and children all the time they were bathing,
fore him. But his only answer was—“Take care will carry the light of temperance truth to at least and when she came home sent lor me, when I
of yourselves, I can take care of myself. I have one thousand individuals, and perchance the found her full of anxiety- She lived eight months
oars and strength, and can come to the shore any messengers of mercy thou sent out, shall find their wasting in a consumption, and died with a firm
time I please. I shall not go over the falls,” and way into some house of woe, and reclaiming the trust in her Saviour.
the water bore him away. Again and again his alarm husband or the father, make a whole family happy.
The seventh day has been specially hallowed :
ed friends called and entreated, but the answer was
But conjecture is useless—no discovery will
the same. Atlength he approached the rapids where probably be made till the day when the judgment is that a reason for unhallowing the other six? A
the waves roll, and roar, and flash.—Then, indeed, j shall sit. Then the gold chain will come into re- large portion of literature in every Christian coun-
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altogether excluding religion from tile reniainuer.
GoSpel.__jnvolvJd, as they are, in all the practical ob- j mittee, to assume the entire responsibility and management of
And vet the press brings forth volumes without num- j;„atiotls of Oromoting the beneficent sway of the Gospel;— this Mission. The Society has sanctioned the project-and
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Christianity diffused as it ought to be throughout
the nations, circulating through all our actions
and amalgamated with all our thoughts, this would
not be. Whatever is current among a Christian
people, ought to bear the effigy of its king.—
Guesses at truth.
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Missionary aid has been extended to Tennessee and Ken.
tucky, Mississippi, Missouri, Illinois and Alabama.
In Florida, there are three stations, viz__ Tallahassee St
Augustine, and Pensacola. In the last two, commodious’aiid
neat churches have been erected by the instrumentality of the
Society, which, we regret to state, are now destitute of minis,
terial services. The first named place, Tallahassee, presents
an encouraging field of missionary labor, which, from tie
growing importance of the place, would, under the auspicesof
Finding fault must have something strangely
a faithful missionary, soon become a most promising station.
agreeable, seeing so many spend in it the largest
The copious publications of the reports and letters of our
part of their lives. Success to be sure encoura
valuable missionaries to Greece, through the medium of the
periodical paper, have diffused a knowledge of that interesting
ges them; in hunting for faults, no body is ever
Mission, among the members of our Church. The mission
at fault. The odd thing is, that the employment
families have established themselves in Athens, where they
being so delightful, no one ever thinks of carry
have zealously prosecuted their important labors. These have
ing it on at home, where it would cost far less
been confined, for the most part, to the education of Greek
trouble. Perhaps people are used to seeing so
children, who, while they are rescued from their intellectual
degradation, are carefully instructed in, and imbued with, the
much good within doors, that when they go abroad
principles of that knowledge that makethwise unto salwAvn.
it sickens them, and they want a little refreshing
110 boys and 167 girls, making a total number of 227, were
variety. They warm themselves before their own
at the last dates, receiving the benefits of this labor of love.
fire, but can only wind the smoke out of another s
This Mission has been well sustained by the contributions
chimney. And yet a person may turn his own
of its friends, and will no doubt be subservient to the promotion of the temporal and spiritual welfare of the objects of its
dunghill to some profit, while his neighbors can
beneficence.
only annoy him, especially if he thrusts his nose
In relation to Africa, it is with the deepest regret that your
into it. For my own part I would rather go into
Committee perceive that the fond and sanguine hopes entermy neighbor's garden, and smell the choicest flow
tained at the last triennial meeting, of having Missionaries on
her degraded shores, have been, by uncontrolable circumstan
ers or taste the choicest fruit there; they are likely
ces, altogether frustrated. Much is itto be wished that the time
to be pleasanter and sweeter.—ib.
may not be distant, when the prayers and ardent desires of
the friends of humanity, may be realized by supplying to the
Some men so dislike the dust kicked up by the
$11,750 wretched inhabitants of that country, the consolations and
Making a total amount of
generation they belong to, that, being unable to
hopes, the improvement and exaltation, which can spring only
3. To the increase of members; which has been very triflin
from the Gospel of Christ. To the helping forward of such
pass, they leg behind it.—ib.
and which would he withheld from public view, were it not a consummation, we should he incited by the strongest motives
hoped that the statement of the truth, would stimulate a more that can actuate us, either as men or as Christians.
adequate patronage.
GAMBIER OBSERVER.
Since the last meeting of the Society, there have been
Added to the list of Members only
10
G YMBIER, FRIDAY, DECEMBER 7, 1832.
OF Prof) Michell thankfully acknowledges the
Life Members
41
reeeipt, last week, of a ease containing 120 select MincralogiPatrons
38
Ordination__ On Sunday last, Dec. 2d, the Rev. C. W.
cal specimens from the mines of Cornwall, Eng.: Also of a
Making altogether
_
.
58 Members,
Fitch was admitted to the holy order of Priests by the Rt.
85 Life do.
set of the “ Transactions of the Royal Geological Society of
ltcv. Bishop McIlvainb of this Diocese. The sermon was
108 Patrons.
Cornwall,” for Kenyon College Library—both being present
preached by the Bishop. Bishop Mcllvaine is now on a visit
i'. To Auxiliary Associations.
ed by Joseph Carrie Esq. F. 11. S. &c. of Penzance, Eng.
Within the last three years there have been 30 added.
to this state, and has just left this place to proceed to the south
Whole number auxiliary to the Society, about 75.
ern part of the Diocese, in order to visit a few of the parish
About 30 other associations have contributed to its funds,
aENURAL SUMMARY.
es, and obtain a knowledge of its condition and wants hut whether expressly auxiliary, is not known. The whole
before he returns to his family in Brooklyn. We un
Amount contributed by Auxiliary Associations during the
The Bible Cause.—It is known to most of our readers,
$10,266 73 that the Baltimore Young Men’s Bible Society undertook a
derstand he expects to spend the winter in the eastern cities, last 17 months is
few years since, to see that every destitute family in Mary
5. Plans of contribution to the finds.
having received encouragement to expect, that considerable do
Early in 1831, a proposal was made to the Executive Com land was furnished with a copy of the Bible, and that their
nations may he obtained there from the friends of our Semi
mittee, by a friend of the Society in Portland, to contribute object was accomplished. At their annual meeting (which
nary and College. It is very desirable that means should be $50 per annum for five years, provided 99 other persons would was attended by the Rev. Elihu W. Baldwin, of this city, as
had to erect more buildings for the accommodation of students, give the like sum—so that $25,000 might be raised for the a delegate,) that vigorous society resolved to resupply the
especially in the Theological department, in order that the fa general purposes of the Society. Your Committee regret to state, and has ordered between one and two thousand Bibles
and Testaments for the commencement of the work. We
cilities already furnished, may be enjoyed to their greatest ex state that 23 names only are enrolled in behalf of this munifi
see here the reason why the aged John should say, “ I have
cent plan.
tent, and may accomplish all the good, which they were de
written
unto you young men because ye are strong. ”—N. Y.
In the autumn of 1831, the Executive Committee received
signed to effect.
a letter from a friend of the Society, enclosing $10, and en Observer.
To those who arc acquainted with Bishop Mcllvaine, it is quiring whether 300 persons might not he found to imitate his
new publications.
doubtless unnecessary to add that his visit has made most fa example, and thus secure a fund of $3,000 to he appropriated
Captain Morrell’s Voyages—The Messrs. Harpers of
to the erection of edifices for the accommodation of the schools
vorable impressions upon all, and has encouraged those who and families connected with the Greek Mission. There are this city have now in press, and will publish in a few days, an
have been laboring for Kenyon College in its “day of small now upon the list 130 subscribers.
interesting work, comprising nearly 500 octavo pages, entitled
“ A narrative of four voyages to the South Seas, North and
things,” to expect it will soon become what they have so ar
6. To Bequests.
Since the last meeting of the Society $1700 have been be South Pacific Ocean, Ethiopia and Southern Atlantic Ocean,
dently desired to see it,—a fruitful nursery of piety and sound
China Sea, Indian and Antarctic Ocean,” by Captain Benja
learning. With the exertions of our Bishop in its behalf, and queathed to the Society.
min Morrell, Jun. The work is embellished with a portrait
7. It is known to the members of this Convention that there
his example before the eyes of its instructors and pupils, we have been periodical publications of the proceedings and results of the enterprising author, elegantly engraved upon steel;
confidently believe, all that has been anticipated from its es of the Society. These have been found highly promotive of and abounds with interesting adventures and geographical in
tablishment, will be abundantly realized.
its interests, and their acceptahleness and beneficial effects have formation.
In the course of his fourth and last voyage, from which lie
been attested by many judicious friends of the institution.
Your Committee arc strongly impressed with the necessity of returned some fifteen months since, Capt. Morrell discovered
Domestic and Foreign Missionary Society.__ We pub missionary information, to the success of missionary opera several new groups of islands, in the North and South Pacific
lish below extracts from a document which will doubtless deep tions, and would urgently recommend the continuance of these Ocean, not laid down on any chart, or mentioned in any nau
ly interest most of our readers. The missionary cause is one periodical statements, in the shape of a monthly publication, tical work. At one of these Islands, lie was wantonly attack
ed by the natives, who butchered thirteen of his crew, and
identified with the prosperity of our Church__yea, of every the expenses of which might he met by a moderate annual feasted on their flesh.
subscription.
church, lireathing the spirit, and emulating the example of its
In the prosecution of these four eventful voyages, Captain
8. To Missionaries.
■ Morrell had frequent opportunities of experiencing the bene
divine Master. No Christian duly prizes the rich blessings of
M itliin the last 36 months, 27 persons have been in the fits resulting from the labors of Christian missionaries, on seve
the gospel, if he feels indifferent whether they be imparted to employ of the Society.
ral of the islands of the great Pacific, and takes frequent oc
others or not. lie in fact knows not the worth of the soul,
9. Missionary Stations.
casions to express his conviction of their usefulness.
At Green Bay there were at the date of the last account
and has reason to doubt the safely of his own, if he takes no
In speaking of the Bay of Islands, in his highly interesting
interest in the propagation of the gospel, and the triumphs of 129 pupils. The number of boarders was 50 males and 54 description of New Zealand, he thus expresses himself:
females.
“ This place was once inhabited by wild and ferocious canni
that Word which is able to save the soul, through faith in
These pupils—being with few exceptions of Indian descent bals: but through the philanthropic labors of missionaries, the
Christ Jesus. What follows is from the “Report of a Com —are instructed in the elementary branches of an English natives here and in the vicinity have become civilized, friendly,
mittee of the General Convention," read and accepted Oct. 1832. education; to which is added, in the case of the girls, house hospitable and anxious to do good to others. Indolence and
keeping.
filthiness have given place to industry and personal cleanliness;
The Committee on “the Domestic and Foreign MissionaryThis mission appears to have been an object of peculiar in ferocity, to gentleness; ignorance, to intelligence; idolatry, to
Society of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the United
terest to the Executive Committee, whose plans in relation to the pure and undefiled religion of the Gospel.”
States,” to whom the Triennial Report of the said Society it have been most faithfully and successfully executed by their
In another place, while speaking of the S3me interesting
was referred, beg leave to report to this House, that they have
able and zealous agent who superintends the Mission, the Rev. country, he says:
hail the same under consideration, and after duly examining
Mr. Cadle. Should he continue his connexion with the Mis
“Such are the perils and hardships which these good peo
and weighing its interesting contents, they cannot refrain from
sion, there can be no doubt that all the labors and expendi ple voluntarily encounter and endure, in their godlike attempts
expressing their high gratification at the abundant evidence it
tures bestowed upon it will be amply repaid by its beneficial to civilize and humanize the savage islanders of the Pacific
furnishes, of the progressive resources and usefulness of the in results.
Ocean; and yet their services have been decried, and even
spiritual improvement among the members of our Church, as
an augury of good things to come.
But with the expressions of gratification, your Committee
are obliged to mingle some of regret, that the operations of
the Society have not been adequate cither to the wants or re
sources of’the Church; and that so mafiy opportunities have
been unimproved in consequence of the want of laborers in
the harvest of the Lord. In regard to this last particular,
your Committee indulge the hope, that in answer to the fre
quent prayers of the Church, the distressing want may ere
Ion" he supplied—and in that event, they would confidently
calcii,ate upon resources adequate to every exigency of the
missionary enterprise.
But to induce a participation on the part of this House, in
their sensibilities upon this subject, your Committee will ex
hibit briefly some leading facts drawn from the report referred
to them, and follow the statement by a few remarks by the way
of illustration and improvement.
The facts relate
1. To the resources of the institution. During the three
preceding years there has been a progressive increase in its an
nual income, as will appear from the following statement.
From May 12, 1829, to May 12,1830, the receipts
were.................................................. -•
$7,305 30
From May 12,1830, to May 12, 1831,
- 12,764 63
From May 12,1831, to May 12, 1832,
- 16,443 20
From May 12,1832, to Oct. 13, 1832,
- 10,230 17
2. To the present responsibilities of the Society.—There are
$3,975
On•accountnf Greek Missions,
5,000
Green Bay Missions,
1,245
Domestic Missionaries,
1,500
Appropriation to other domestic objects,

"
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motives questioned,
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. those who cannot conceive of as it is supposed that these canons have reached a greater de- I dv, and were lodged in iail
O„ ivr i .u ------ ~
such aa thing
thing as
as disinterested
disinterested benevolence.
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such
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u examination,
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itself is a splendid proof
the utiiitv
utility r\f
of miccinnnrv
missionary lnhnrslabors. I nnt
not fail fr»
to ■in+oroei
interest the members
our communion.
' The to testify, and
all recommitted to prison.
There are many parts of this island which it was once danger Almanac we are fassured will be soon ready for circulation.—
Mr. Morse, the artist, has returned to New-York, after
ous for a ship to approach, unless she was well armed, with Auburn Gospel Messenger.
' three years’ residence in Europe, principally in Italy, whither
officers and crew continually on their guard. But, thanks to
Calmet’s DicuoNARY.-Messrs. Crocker & Brewster have j he had g°ne t0 study thc works of the ^uat mastCTS of thc
the missionaries, and the blessing of heaven which has attend
ed their pious and humane exertions, ships may now anchor just published an edition of Calmefs Dictionary of the Bible, , Pcncl1The Secretary of the Treasury acknowledges the receipt of
in safety in those very harbors where the greatest danger was revised, with large additions, by Professor Robinson. The
once to be apprehended, and obtain provisions at the most rea editor has aimed to retain all that is valuable in Calmet and in I five hundred dollars, transmitted anonymously bp the ineil from
Taylor
’
s
Fragments,
supplying
the
place
of
what
was
useless
Philadelphia, “for Duties on Goods not before accounted for.”
sonable rate, with many testimonies of kindness and hospi
or pernicious by important matter from other sources. The
Treasury Department, Nov. 22d, 1832.
tality.”
whole is brought within the compass of a single volume, print
In another place Captain M. thus speaks of the missionary ed in very handsome style, and sold cheap. A more particu
Deporting Speeches at Washington.—The Washington Tele
graph says—“We have contracted for a press, capable of print
labors:
lar notice hereafter.—Boston Bee.
ing a sheet twice the size of our daily paper and engaged a
“ In this place I beg leave to detain the reader by another
sufficient number of competent reporters to enable us to give
short digression, to show that the result of missionary labors
In the midst of the terrible calamities which have afflicted the entire debates in each House. The reporters will relieve
abroad have been misrepresented, misunderstood, and much
underrated. Among the native islanders of the Pacific Ocean, the city of New-Orleans, it is a consolation to see that liberal each other at short intervals—the speeches will be written out
the good they have done is incalculable. I consider most, if contributions are made by the citizens and public institutions, as delivered, and immediately handed over to the compositor;
not all, of the persons who have visited these islands in the for succouring and relieving the poor. The charities, judg so that each speech will be in type in a few minutes after it
character of religious missionaries, as the benefactors, not of ing from the acconnts published in the papers, are large and shall have been delivered.”
Arrival of Lander’s Expedition at Liberia.—We have been
the natives merely, but of the human race. I shall not allude increasing. The General Charity Committee acknowledge
to what spiritual benefits they may have conferred on those the receipt in two days of nearly seven thousand dollars in in favored with a letter dated Monrovia, Sept. 25th, which says,
dividual
donations.
“ Richard Lander, the African traveller, has arrived at this
whom, they have been instrumental in turning from paganism
Besides, the City Bank volunteered a loan of fifty thousand port on his way to the Niger with two steamboats. I spent
to Christianity, but I rest their defence on the good they have
done to the cause of civilization, scieuce and commerce. They dollars to carry into effect thc regulations ef the city authori one day with the expedition, and derived a great deal of infor
have opened new channels for lucrative trade, which were for ties. The Union Bank of Louisana g3ve $1000, the United mation about the Niger and the surrounding country. The
merly closed by the ferocity of cannibals. They have extend States Branch gave $1000, the New-Orleans Canal and Bank expedition will ascend with the small iron steamboat about
ed a knowledge of literature and the useful arts to conntries ing Company gave $500, the Louisiana State Insurance Com 1,500 miles. She draws only twenty-four inches, when in
where they were never before known, and may be said to have pany $500, the Merchants’ Insurance Company $500. $2000 sailing trim.”
were also given by a French Society with the mysterious name
created new countries of civilized men.
The largest ship of war ever built in England was lately
If commerce be a blessing to the world—and who at this of IF. L. Perfect Union.
launched from Portsmouth dock yard. She is called the Nep
day is bold enough to deny it?—then the missionaries to the
tune, and is rated at 120 guns. She is said to have a noble
Pacific islands have done much to promote its interests, and Extract of a letter from a highly respectable citizens long re bow, and round stern, the latter being much more sightly than
sident in New-Orleans, to his relation in this city, dated any other in ships of her own class.
have thereby added to the sum of human prosperity and hap
Sunday, November 4th, 1832.
piness.
A writing machine has been invented in Germany, by
“The hand of the Most High has been laid heavily on our
Let us then do justice to the missionaries, and bid them
means of which it is said that the most rapid speech may be
Godspeed. If they have merely caused two blades of grass devoted city: the deaths for the last ten days by Cholera and written down as fast as delivered.
to grow where but one grew belore, they deserve the approba- Yellow Fever having been about three hundred a day, In a
tion of the world. They cannot act from selfish motives when vast
' “*■ number
uumuer of
in cases the
me Cholera
vnoiera took off
ott its victims in two,
thev voluntarily submit to so many privations, sufferings, dan- three, four and five hours, many falling down in the streets
FOREIGN,
JS even death itself, to benefit others. They leave the com- and expiring in twenty or twenty-five minutes. A sufficient
By arrivals at this port, says the New-York Observer, Lon
forts of ..VI.1V,
home, the associations
of their early years, wives
and number of laborers cannot be procured to dig the graves so don papers have been received to Oct. 15th, with Paris dates
W1I5U1
......... ...
-..V.IOUU
iui
,
children,
country,
lucrative situations, and 'expose themselves that it is no uncommon sight to see one or two hundred bodies to the 13th.
An entire change is announced in thc Spanish Ministry__
to all the dangers of the sea, to the fatigues of a long voyage lying in the grave-yards for days and nights, some with coffins,
—to war, pestilence, and famine. And all for what? Not to others without. Our city is now nearly deserted by its inhab It is stated that Ferdinand, on his partial recovery, being in
formed by the Queen and other Neapolitan princesses of what
acquire worldly riches for themselves or their friends; but to itants.”—Balt. Gaz.
had been going on during his extreme illness, to favor the
impart what they conceive to be spiritual riches to strangers
Steam-boat Line in the West.—The Louisville (Ky.) Herald views of Don Carlos, ordered Calomarde, who has long been
and savages. To cause them to pursue the path which leads
to happiness, and to teach them that all mankind are brethren, states, that the owners of sixteen or seventeen of thc largest Prime Minister, into exile, and appointed M. Zea Bermudez,
and that they must no more massacre the white men who visit steam-boats, engaged in the New-Orleans trade, from Louis who has been four years Minister to England, to fill the vacant
ville and Cincinnati, have entered into an association, and post.
their islands, but treat them with hospitality and kindness.
This the missionaries have done—this they continue to do— formed a line of packets to run regularly between Cincinnati*
In Turkey, the victories of Mehemet Ali are beginning to
and every ship master should say, God prosper their labors; , Louisville and New-Orleans. This association (says the Her make the Sultan anxious for the safety of Constantinople and
unless indeed he prefer to obtain refreshments for a starving ) ald) has been established upon such principles, and such regu his throne.
crew by force of arms
lations have been adopted as will correct many of the evils that
Thc Portsmouth papers contain a statement of the fitting
What force of arms could not effect, the gentle manners and I have heretofore attended
steam-boat
navigation VZ11
on VUI
our tiVVIO,
rivers. out of a fleet of at least 20 ships of War, seme of them of
- -------------------Each
boat
will
be
under
the
command
of
an
experienced
Cap

mild persuasions of pious ministers have accomplished. No
the largest class, to proceed to the mouth of the Scheldt.
sooner does a ship stop there now, than the inhabitants vie with tain, and every means will be adopted for regular and speedy
There is no intelligence of any more fighting at Oporto,
each other in acts of kindness and hospitality. The best their transportation of merchandise, consistent with the safety of since the battle of the 29tli of September. The latest date
country affords is offered, and freely offered, to refresh the the boat and the comfort and convenience of the passengers. from thence was October 7.
weary and weather-beaten mariners, whom they meet on the Racing, which has been so frequent, and so often attended
From France the news is important. The formation of a
beach; and, armed with nothing but smiles of welcome, in with the most disastrous consequence, is expressly forbidden. new Cabinet, and the creation of a number of new Peers, are
quire their wants. Here the stranger can eat and drink, and As the several boats forming the line will arrive and depart at officially announced.
sleep in perfect security, under perhaps the same roof beneath regular intervals during the season of navigation, passengers
From Turkey, the news is of a very interesting character;
which humun fiesh was once an article of food. Who have ef can be accommodated without delay or loss of time. This if the accounts arc to be relied on, it appears that the Pacha
fected this wonderful change in the short period of one gene line we have no doubt will be found to be a great public con of Egypt is making great progress.
ration? 1 answer, this is the work of missionaries. God venience, and should therefore, enjoy a liberal share of public
patronage.
bless them!
Prorogation of Parliament.—It appears that Parliament is
There is still an extensive field open for such useful labors,
to be further prorogued till the 11th December. It is, we be
where results equally beneficial, in many respects, could not
The meeting at the Exchange, New-York, on the 16th inst lieve, resolved that the dissolution will take place on an early
fail of being produced. ‘ The harvest truly is plenteous, but to devise a proper mode of testifying their respect for the me day of December, and that the new Parliament shall meet in
the laborers are few.’ The western coast of South America, mory of Sir Walter Scott, was numerous and respectable.January. The registry regulations are so framed as to admit
ll-.-’J IT-JJ-- -......
of this arrangement.
Mr. Spring Rice, it is said, is to be proposed for the Speak
___ __ ____j ...vwu ..ivihuli ui congress rrom tne er of the new Parliament.
of the finest countries in the world. The arts of civilization, City) were elected Vice Presidents, and James Lawson and
The Austrian troops, it was expected, would evacuate the
particularly that of agriculture, with a true knowledge of prac P. M. Wetmore, Secretaries.
Roman territory during the month of October.
tical religion, would make them a happy and a grateful people;
Thc resolutions adopted were appropriate, declaring that
The Emperor of Austria and the King of Prussia were
and at the same time open a lucrative trade that would prove the citizens of New-York, revering the beautiful simplicity about to have an interview at Toplitz.
beneficial to all parties. This country is claimed by no civil and integrity of Sir Walter Scott’s character, appreciating the
The Morning Chronicle says, there are funds sufficient to
ized nation, the Spaniards never having extended their con elegance and value of his writings, and deploring his death, in cover all the debts of Sir Walter Scott, without touching Abquests south of the archipelago of Chronos, or Chiloe.
common with the friends of literature throughout the world, [ botsford. “Mr. Cadell, the bookseller, has undertaken to pay
On his return from thc last voyage, Capt. Morrell brought desire to evince their admiration of his genius, and their re 20,000/. for the publication of the remainder of his works, on
home with him two natives of different Islands, with the in spect for his memory.
the plan which had been so far proceeded in. This will clear
tention of civilizing them, and then restoring them to their
A committee of ten was accordingly appointed to raise a off all thc claims. A near relative of Lady Scott some tiraa
native country, for the purpose of rendering them instrumen fund by subscriptions not exceeding ten dollars each, to be ap ago left 60,000/. to the children of Sir Walter, and the eldest
tal in conciliating their countrymen and instructing them in propriated, at the discretion of the Committee, towards dis son received a large fortune with his wife. The public, there
thc arts of civilization. Capt. M. has been at the expense of charging his debts and incumbrances at home, to procure Ab- fore, are spared the pains of knowing that the family of one
their maintenance up to the present period, and having civil bottsford for his family, or to the erection of a suitable monu to whom they are so largely indebted, are left in a state of
ized them and rendered them fit for interpreters, is very anx ment to his memory in the city of New-York.
destitution.”—New- York Standard.
ious to fulfil his first intention, in order that they may prepare
their countrymen for the reception of missionaries. In this
At a late Reform meeting in England, it was asserted bv
Georgia Legislature.—-\n the Georgia Legislature, on the
laudable design we hope he will be assisted by a liberal pub
6th inst. a resolution was offered by Mr. Ilayne, “declaring Mr. C. A. Pelham, that the Ministry had in preparation, and
lic.—N. Y. Observer.
I it a high misdemeanor for any Attorney, Solicitor or Chancel nearly completed, a bill for effecting a real and efficient Re
Sword’s Pocket Almanac.-—We have pleasure in finding lor, to appear in any court in this state, in behalf of any Che form in the Church.
Another announcement made at the meeting had reference
that this very convenient and useful Annual of the Church rokee Indian, or descendant of a Cherokee Indian, or of any
will present this year much increase of inrerest, as it will con white person, in any cause, motion or petition, calling in ques to the Slave system in the Colonies, for the speedy extinction
of
which the Cabinet is said to have a measure in preparation.
tain a complete set of the Canons of the General Convention, tion the State’s right of jurisdiction over that portion of her
as revised and adopted by the late session of that body. While territory in the occupancy of the Cherokee Indians, or who
In consequence of the regulations attempted ta be enforced
we regret that the cheaper publication of the Protestant Epis shall make any motion, or in any manner attempt to enforce in Mauritius, relative to the slave population, the free inhabit
copal Press, the Churchman's Almanac, will not appear for the the decision of the Supreme Court in the case of Worcester ants of that island have publicly renounced their allegiance to
year 1833, we hope that Messrs. Swords and Stanford will and Butler against the State of Georgia—and to provide for the British government.
meet with an increase of demand for their long continued work, the punishment of the same.
An expedidion is preparing in London, to go in pursuit of
and we also hope and believe that Episcopalians generally will
Captain Ross, who sailed more than three years since on a
find it very much to their gratification to have a copy of the
The Wheeling Gazette of Nov. 17 says, the two Bank voyage of discovery to the Polar Seas, and has not since been
pocket companion, named at the head of this article. The Robbers, McPherson and Moore, apprehended in Philadel heard from.
constitution and canons of the Church in the United States, phia, with the witness Van Tassal, arrived in this place on Sa
Don Miguel, by a decree of the 3d August, has re-establishshould be known to all who feel interested in its affair; and turday last, under the escort of our police officer P. W. Kenad the order of the Jesuits in his dominions.
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POETRY.
THE MINISTER’S GRAVE.
A tribute to the memory of the late Rev. II tUiam Gillespie,
Minister of Kells, in Galloway, ( Scot. J

“Grave of the righteous! surely there
The brightest bloom of beauty is;
O! may 1 sleep on couch as fair,
And with a hope as bright as his.’
Edmeston.

There is a lone, sequestered place
By placid Ken’s meandering stream—
A spot that time shall ne’er deface
From recollection’s brightest gein!

request, if he had ever really loved her, to show by his
that he was worthy of her choice; assuring nm 1
.
Zamano would never spare his life, whatever dl“1<’®ur®S .
might make; and reminding him, that lie ought t°jlerive
consolation from the reflection that ^ls de^ ,'Va^ S. ’ r T"r^
her he loved. The friars then retired, and the finno party
made ready. She then, for the first time, felt dread, and ex
claimed, Con que verdugos, teneis valor de motor una muger !
You have, then, the heart, butchers, to kill a woman
She
immediately covered her face with her saya, and on drawing
it aside for that purpose, the words “ I wa la Patna 1 were
discovered embroidered in gold on the basquina. I he signal
was then given from the viceroy’s balcony, and they were both
instantly shot.

ly arrived, he complained of injustice, sayiii^iT^^:
turn; his superior insisted, and on his refusing, ordered
into custody for four days at the hall of the police
length however, went there quietly, but no sooner w„7
door locked than he broke the iron bars and the door to nie^
and was at once at liberty. He was persuaded to moderaL,’
by some of Ins comrades, and was by order of the Lieutenari
conveyed to the prison of the corps. He broke out am
however, with new fury, and destroyed all the camp bedlaj
the bars of the windows, whilst the wall and the door wen
destroyed like the walls of Jericho. He was, of course, a»
at liberty, but was by order of the Lieutenant conveyed to a
dungeon; here he was compelled to remain tranquil, in con.
sequence oi the injury done to his hands in demolishing the
prison and the hall of police__ Le Voleur.

American Poetry.—American poetry includes much more,
Lord Byron.—In the seventh volume of the new vui™
in proportion to the whole amount, of a moral and religious
character, than is to be found among the British poets. 1 o- of Lord Byron’s works, just published, we find the following
etry of a decidedly immoral tendency is scarcely known account of the sums received by him for the copy-right of hu
°
amongst us. Percival has been charged with scepticism, but works__
whatever appearance of it some few passages ot bis poetry Childe Harolde, I. II. <£600 Doge of Venice,
1050
His requiem the wild birds sing,
may have, most of it is imbued with elegant moral sentiment. ---------------------- III.
1575 Sardanapalus, Cain, and
At early morn or evening mild;
Wilcox is the most uniformly devotional of our poets, and
-IV.
2100
Foscari,
1100
From Nature’s harp his dirge notes ring
Bryant has the most poetry combined with his devotion— Giaour,
525 Mazeppa,
525
Meet elegies for Nature’s child!
Halleck and Brainard have written some descriptive pieces of Bride of Abydos,
525 Prisoner of Chilon,
525
a high order. Willis’s Scripture pieces are very fine, and his Corsair,
“No sculptured” stone his virtues tell—
525 Sundries,
jjQ
«Burial of Arnold," has a manly pathos that lias not often Lara,
They are engraved on many a heart;
700 Hours of Idleness, Eng.
been excelled. The best and the most of the poetry that Siege of Corinth,
A record far more durable
512
lish Bards and Scotch
Than aught that owns man’s graphic art!
Longfellow and Willis have written, was published while they l’arisini,
525
Reviewers, &c.
3885
were at College. Since they graduated, they have travelled Lament of Tasso,
315
Methinks I hear some swain exclaim,
in Europe, and one lias since his return, exhibited in prose, Manfred,
515
While from his cheek he wipes the tear,
<£19310
the fruits of his literary researches; the other, has sent home Beppo,
425 Life by Thos. Moore, 4,200
“ The Pastor true, whose only aim
in the same dress, the result of his observations oil men and Don Juan, I. II.
1525
Was to do good—sleeps softly here.
things. There is yet too much life and activity among us, to
III. IV. V. 1525
Total,
£23,510
peimit an American to compose a poem which requires close
“ He kindly soothed the couch of pain—
and long continued thought. Our poets are observers of na
Pitied the friendless and the poor—
WHAT I HATE.
Want never told his tale in vain
ture, of men and manners, and succeed best in giving sketches.
Nor met with insults at his door!
Sumo of them are too careless of their style. Mellon s poems
I hate the tooth-aclie, when with maddening jumps,
are some of them excellent, but they are often disfigured by
Like torrent wild, it raves among the stumps;
“ A widow mourns the husband kind,
false rhymes, and when he uses a stanza whose measure is de
I hate the whole dire catalogue of aches,
And beauty mourns the father dear;
termined, lie sometimes violates the rules he has adopted for
Distempers, fevers hot, and ague shakes.
But heaven tlie sorrowing heart will bind.
the sake of convenience. Dana’s poetry seems to show a con
And kindly dry the filial tear!
I hate mad dogs, snakes, dandies, fleas and bugs,
sciousness in the writer that he was composing for the public
Tea-parties, wild cats, toads, and whiskey-jugs,
“The Christian views with eye of faith
eve. Mrs. Sigourney has written many tine devotional pieces.
Hard times, bad roads, stale fish, and broken banks,
The tearless land—the happy shore,
We have not yet what may be called a mythology. Our ac
Stale news, cold soup, light purse, and lawyers’ thanks.
Where friends that severed were by death
counts of witchcraft are more ludicrous, than fascinating or
Again shall meet—and part no more!
sublime, and have none of that fearful charm which hangs
I hate long stories and short ears of corn,
about, the Scottish legends, and the still more ponderous ma
A costly farm-house and a shabby barn,
“Lone spot! round thee may llow’rs still bloom,
chinery
of
the
troubadours
and
Scandinavian
bards
1
We
More curs than pigs; no hooks, but many guns,
And breezes mild thee gently fan!
started
at
once
into
existence,
as
a
nation
of
cool,
philosophic,
Sore toes, tight shoes, old debts, and paper duns.
The heart is mould'ring in the tomb
and business men, and superstition has never become a national
That glowed with love to God and man!”
I hate tight lacing, and loose conversation;
trait. We have no dilapidated castles, and abbeys, to carry
Abundant gab, and little information,
back our thoughts beyond the birth of the English language;
The fool who sings in bed, and snores in meeting.
but we have mountains whose summits present quite as ruin
Who
laughs while talking, and who talks while eating.
ous and grand an appearance, and their sublimity has been
often and ably described. The mounds in the western part of
Fiiom Campaigns and Cruizes in Venezuela.
A Fact for the Unbelieving.—The New-York GazetteAmong those who wc’c put to death during the period of our country, have elicited some fine strains of poetry but they
terror, the Colombians will long remember the unfortunate do not seem to be a very fruitful source of poetic inspiration. states that up to the 1st of August, a fraction over 33,000
Donna Apolinaria Zallibarriata, better known by tlie name of Our rivers and waterfalls, our lakes and our groves, have call emigrants arrived at this port (N. Y.) from Europe this sea
l.a Pola, who was sentenced to death by Zamano, and shot, ed much talent into exercise, and it is to be hoped that they son; by this time the number is increased to above 40,000!!!
Rather more than this number have reached, this season, Que
together with her betrothed husband. She was a young lady will continue to find poets to celebrate their beauties.
Tiie twin Clarks have written some truly poetic effusions bec and Montreal; many of whom find their way into the
of good family in Bogota, and was distinguished by her beau
ty and accomplishments. Enthusiastically attached to the which have not only graced our public prints, but the most United States. If we add to the above, the emigrants who
cause of liberty, she devoted herself to the hazardous task of beautiful British annuals. Our older poets, if we may use have arrived at Baltimore and Philadelphia, and those which
obtaining mid transmitting to Bolivar secret intelligence re such language in relation to our young country, were John will yet arrive before the winter season, it will be found that
specting the force, disposition, and plans of operation, of the Trumbull, Esq., author of Me Fingal, Joel Barlow, author of not much less than 200,000 persons have been added to out
royalist arinv. The particulars of this important information The, Colwnbidd. and Dr. Dwight who wrote Greenfield Hill, population the present season.”
she contrived to collect from the Spanish officers themselves, The Conquest of Canaan, and the Triumph of Infidelity.—
Yet with such a fact before their eyes, some profess to believe
at the itrtulias, or evening conversaziones at her bouse, which Should our nation be spared half as many centuries as the it absolutely impossible for fifty or sixty thousand persons t<
were frequented by them, who listened with delight to her kingdom of England has existed, we may then challenge com be colonized annually in Africa from the L nited States.
•
[African Repository.
powers of conversation and singing, accompanied by the guit petition with the world.—Philadelphian.
ar. From these officers, who could not possibly suspect so
young, and apparently artless, a female of any dangerous de
Docility of the Elephant__ Many elephants are in the
THE OBSERVER.
sign, she used to inquire, as if merely in tile conversation, habit of tying their own legs at night; they are brought to
about their respective regiments; and, by asking after absent this by custom. But they will perform duties of a various
IS PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY, AT
companions, she found means of learning where their advanc nature, in which a uniform habit has not been acquired, and
GAMBIER, KNOX COUNTY, OHIO.
ed posts were stationed. She regularly transmitted all the which could only be accomplished by an extreme aptitude of
information she could collect to Bolivar, by means of a trusty comprehension. Thus an elephant may supply the place of a
messenger; but, unfortunately, one of her packets was inter nurse. “ I have myself,” says an officer who has served in TERMS__ Two Dollars per annum, if paid in advance, and
Two Hollars and Fifty Cents, if at the end of six months.
cepted, and the messenger, under the terror of impending India, “seen the wife of a moliout (for the followers often take
No subscriptions received for a less term than one year.
death, was compelled to betray her. She was immediately their families with them to camp) give a baby in charge to an
No papers discontinued until all arrearages are paid, cxcep
tricil by a military court, (martial law having been proclaimed clepha.jit, while she went on some business, and have been
in the capital,) and was condemned to be shot, together with highly amused in observing the sagacity and care of the un
at the option of the publishers.
her lover; although no proofs whatever could be produced of j wieldy nurse. The child, which like most children, did not Those who may wish to have their papers discontinued, are re
his having been privy to her undertaking. They were placed 1 like to lie still in one position, would, as soon as left to itself,
quested to give notice thereof, at least thirty days previou!
in capilla for twelve hours, previous to being brought out for begin crawling about; in which exercise it would probably get
to the expiration of the term of their subscription, other
execution; but even this short interval would not have been among the legs of the animal, or entangled in the branches of
wise, it will be considered a new engagement.
granted had not Zamano considered it of the greatest impor the trees on which he was feeding; when the elephant would,
*** All communications relative to this paper,must be di
tance to discover, if possible,, who were accomplices. To ef in the most tender manner, disengage his charge, either by
rected to tlie Editor, Gambier, Knox Co. Ohio
fect this, no means were left untried to induce her to betray lifting it out of the way with his trunk or by removing the
him.
LIST OF AGENTS.
impediments to its free progress. If the child had crawled to
She was on the one hand threatened by the friar who was such a distance as to verge upon the limits of his range (for Rev. JOHN L BRYAN...................... Boardman,Trumbull Co. Ohio
Col.'HUBBARD.................................... Ashtabula
sent to confess her, with eternal punishment hereafter, if she the animal was chained by the leg to a peg driven in the Rev. ALVA SANFORD.........................Medina, Medina Co.
should dare to conceal any thing from him; and on the other, ground) he would stretch out his trunk, and lift it back as Rev. WM. PRESTON,....................... Columbus,
GEORGE BEATTY,........................... Steubenville,
attempted to be bribed by offers of pardon and rewards for | gently as possible to the spot whence it had started.”
Rev. .1. I». BAUSMAN....................... Chillicothe,
herself and her betrothed, if she would declare by whom she
A III US .. ............................................... Marietta,
had been assisted. She, however, resolutely denied having
Collossat, Strength;—The French army numbers in its JOSIAH BARBER ................................ Cleaveland,
any accomplice except the messenger whom she had employed. ranks an athletic personage, whose prodigious strength might SYLVESTER I’ ALDERMAN,....... Windsor,
W. SCHUCKERS,........................... Wooster,
The lovers were both led out the next day, and bound close to seem to revive the miracles of Samson, or the astonishing la J.
WM.H. MARSHON,......................... Dayton,
each other, on two bamjuillos, surrounded by troops. When bors of Hercules.—Hitherto this strength has not found ob MADDOX FISHER, P. M................. Springfield, Clark Co.
the picket of grenadiers appointed to shoot them was marched jects worthy of it, and is only exercised in stables and prisons, Dr. ASA COLEMAN.......................... Troy, Miami Co.
& YOUNG,.............................. Cincinnati,
up close, and in readiness, she was once more offered pardon but let the opportunity present itself, and our enemies would ROFF
Rev. HENRY C \SWALL.................. Portsmouth,
on former conditions. Slie again, without evincing any signs have fine sport. This new Goliah is a cuirassier of the 1st Rev. It. V. ROGERS............................ Circleville
of fear, declared that if she had any accomplices she would Regiment, and named Meinnel; he has an athletic form, and ROWLAND CLAPP,........................... Cuyahoga Falls,
WM. M. BLACKFORD........................ Fredericksburgh, Va.
scorn to betray them for the purpose of saving her own life; is five feet seven inches in height. When he is angry, nothing Rev. ,1. T. WHEAT,........................... Wheeling, Va.
but that, as Bolivar was fast approaching, they would be known can resist him; his hands can break iron as easily as glass, or JAMES ENTWISLE........................... Alexandria, D. C.
WM. S. DRUMMOND,...................... Washington, D. C.
on his arrival. Having observed that her intended husband give a large horse a blow oil the shoulder and place him just GEORGE
W. JEWETT,........ -......... Ann Arbour, Michigan T«t
was hesitating, as if about to speak, through a very natural where he wished him to be. One day in the month of last July, Rev. JOHN O’BRIEN,........................Monroe,
“
jread of the death he saw near, slie implored him, as her last he was ordered by his Lieutenant to attend to the horses new- CHARLES S. YOUNG .......................... St. John, New-BrunswieL
C. GRISWOLD,......................... ........ Utica, New-York.

O’ershadowed by old sycamores,
There rests the pious and the good,
While many a tear his loss deplores,
And consecrates his solitude !

miscellany.

